HOBIT READY?

- Kudos to Duke who recently completed their site readiness call and will be up and enrolling soon!
- Kudos to University of Alabama Birmingham who recently had their HOBIT install and preliminary clinician protocol training.
- Reminder: All study resources can be found at [hobitttrial.org](http://hobitttrial.org).

BOOST III IS COMING!

The BOOST III Notice of Grant award has been issued. This means:

- Hub sites that are not participating in HOBIT, but are participating in BOOST III will receive a master contract from University of Michigan in the coming weeks (if you haven’t already).
- BOOST III riders will be drafted (study specific contract) and University of Michigan will be rolling those out to sites in the coming months.
- If you are an OHSU spoke site, we will be drafting your subcontract once we receive our BOOST III rider, stay tuned!
- NEW BOOST III protocol is available for review (attached to this newsletter). Please take the time to review this newest version of the protocol and send us any edits you may have ASAP. We will send these back to the BOOST III leadership team for consideration by 8/8.
- [https://siren.network/clinical-trials/boost-3](https://siren.network/clinical-trials/boost-3) for study resources.

CIRB RELIANCE AGREEMENTS

Do you have a reliance agreement with ADVARRA the cIRB for SIREN? Let us know. If you do not already have an agreement in place, we are working on creating a process we can share with everyone on how to set up these agreements.

SIREN WORK GROUP SIGN UP

There is now a link to sign up and/or express your interest in a SIREN workgroup. [https://siren.network/about-siren/working-groups](https://siren.network/about-siren/working-groups)

We encourage all SIREN team members to participate in these working groups which help guide trials, designs, and network processes. Please consider signing up for one or more areas that fit your interests and expertise.

TRIAL IDEAS?

If you have a great idea for a SIREN trial, contact the CCC Leadership team (Drs. Barsan, Silbergleit, Callaway), and cc the OHSU leadership team (Mo, Jenny and Denise). We want to see your ideas succeed, and we are here to help and support you.